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Are you confident that in the 

event of a fire, your facility 

would know the exact location 

of the fire extinguishers and 

how to effectively use them?

iSenseVR enables hands-on use training for scenarios that 

are inherently unsafe and not possible due to environment 

or regulatory constraints. 

First 5 Minutes iSenseVR HOT Fire Training has been 

designed and developed by our own industry experts in 

conjunction with one of Australia’s emerging VR leaders. 

Learn how to use an extinguisher and put out a fire in an 

alternate environment without the hazards that come 

from a live fire. 

This training will equip your people with the practical 

experience and knowledge required to use fire 

extinguishers and fire safety equipment on small 

workplace fires before they get out of control.
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Training by the experts

Our training considers the chemistry and 

physics of fires, extinguisher mediums and 

expected responsive behaviour types.

Our specialists have been training people 

in the proper and effective use of fire 

extinguishers for more over 30 years.  

They regularly deliver onsite fire extinguisher 

training across Australia.

The experience is a ‘full immersion’ one where 

you enter an alternate reality, you will be 

asked to identify the existence of a fire, decide 

on the type of extinguisher to use and then use 

it to extinguish the fire in an appropriate 

manner.

Training outline

Delivered onsite for your convenience, the training 

will cover:

check The chemistry and nature of fire

check Classification of materials

check Different types of fire

check Type of portable fire-fighting equipment found 

in the workplace

check The identification of different extinguishers and 

their safe and effective method of operation

check Practical (hands-on) fire extinguisher operation 

– where all participants trial the VR exercise to 

extinguish their own fire.

Course participants should not exceed 15 persons 

in the interests of ensuring good learning outcomes.

Duration

The course runs for approximately 90 minutes, 

including theoretical (classroom) and practical 

(hands-on) training. Successful completion of this 

course will help participants to meet the relevant 

OH&S obligations for their workplace. A register 

of participants will be recorded during the training 

session and a copy will be issued to you upon 

completion of the training course. 

With a combination of both theoretical training 

and practical experience in the use of fire-fighting 

equipment, participants will come away with the 

confidence to deal with any small workplace fire 

quickly and safely.

Who should attend

Members of the Emergency Control 

Organisation (ECO)/Wardens Team should 

take part in this training as a skills session. We 

also recommend that Wardens undertake 

refresher training at least once every 12 

months. You may also choose to have some or 

all your employees trained to maximise 

preparedness.


